
What awaits 

brands 

coming  

out of the 

pandemic?



We asked a group of international 

company CMOs to share their points 

of view on the impact the pandemic 

might have on their brands.  We are 

living in an exceptional time where 

many of the traditional marketing 

strategies and associated measures of 

success have changed. It is difficult for 

anyone to know what will happen after 

the pandemic subsides. 

Even several months in, there is no 

certainty. It seems everyone has their 

own idea of what might happen and 

opinions can be divided, ranging from 

“Nothing will ever be the same again” 

to “Business as usual.”

The CMO View:
How a group of 30 
global CMOs foresee 
the post-pandemic. 
recovery period.



The CMO View: Trust
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Could the COVID-19 
pandemic change how people 
trust brands and companies?

Are marketing leaders thinking about how public trust may 

be shifting for their brands, and just how well attuned do 

they feel they are to the public’s changing mindset?

Many CMOs recognize that trust is critical – now more than 

ever – for their brands and businesses, and they are seeing 

evidence that the pandemic could jeopardize the stability 

of their customers’ trust.  
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“We need to demonstrate we have our 

customers’ backs at all times.”

“People first, profits second.  Offering options 

like deferred payments and discount prices will 

demonstrate brands are trying.”

“Number one focus - if we lose trust, we will 

lose business.”

“This isn’t a one-and-done communications 

effort - we will need to keep our customers 

informed continuously.”

“Brands can play an important role in helping 

inform and guide customers.”

“It will be important to show and state that 

employees and products are disease-free.”

“Consumers will have zero tolerance for 

insincere / fluffy ad campaigns.”

Consumers want to have some sense of 

normalcy.   We must help provide some of that 

by being true to our DNA.”

“If our trust was endangered, brand marketing 

would be our measure.”

1. There is a need for more 
tangible demonstration 
that supports messaging.

2. The importance of 
genuine transparency has 
never been more real.

3. Communication cannot 
be deaf or naïve, and tone  
and messages must directly 
connect to the core of the 
brand.

CMOs 
interviewed 
named three 
key principles 
to help maintain 
their customers’ 
trust into the 
recovery period 
and beyond.
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Communication is a means to an end, not an end 
unto itself, and should be used to broadcast what 
companies, via their brands, are doing to be part 
of the solution for their customers’ needs and the 
greater public good.
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Trust, according to 
the CMOs, will be built 
through actions more 
than through words.



The CMO View:
Domestic Preferences 

2

Could consumer preferences for 
locally-made products increase?

Trends and demands for a more local consumption 

approach have been developing since the beginning of 

the pandemic. However, CMOs believe that while it could 

affect some industries more than others, localism is not 

necessarily a permanent situation.



For those brands most impacted by the local 

trend, CMOs believe a number of business 

aspects must be thoughtfully taken into 

consideration:

• Product development (current and future)

• Supply chain and sourcing

• Retail price points (I want a product made    

   here, but at a reasonable price) *

•  Brand perception / Marketing to support  

    the strategy

*Of particular note: Surveys carried out during the 

pandemic indicate that consumers want local products, 

but do not want to pay more. This represents an 

additional challenge for some.

Trends and demands 
for a more local 
consumption approach 
have been developing 
since the beginning of 
the pandemic. 

However, CMOs believe 
that while it could affect 
some industries more 
than others, localism 
is not necessarily a 
permanent situation.
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For example: “As a proudly Canadian company, 

this would serve us well. We will not, however, 

overtly flag-wave to take advantage of this.” 

It remains largely true that for global players, 

positioning product or service attributes as 

local/locally sourced might help mitigate this 

effect (e.g. “how we ensure that they are just as 

safe and reliable as local products”).

CMOs also believe that local 
demand and consumption 
will need to be addressed 
through communications 
that highlight what it means 
to be local (the origin of the 
products, a local presence, 
sourcing, etc.) but without 
emphasizing it too much or 
worse inaccurately. 
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The CMO View:
Living for Today

3

Could the COVID-19 
pandemic change how people 
trust brands and companies?

Are marketing leaders thinking about how public trust may 

be shifting for their brands, and just how well attuned do 

they feel they are to the public’s changing mindset?

Many CMOs recognize that trust is critical – now more than 

ever – for their brands and businesses, and they are seeing 

evidence that the pandemic could jeopardize the stability 

of their customers’ trust.  
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With this window of opportunity 

being potentially short, additional 

motivation from brands (e.g. 

discounts) or communication 

emphasizing instant gratification 

(treating yourself), consumers 

risk being tempted. While the 

global economy is suffering, many 

consumers have stable incomes and 

a desire to live in the moment.

It’s important to note, however, in 

the financial sector, CMOs expect 

the opposite trend, now that “having 

some savings to fall back on” has 

become a reality for many.
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Our CMOs believe that it is 
time to capitalize on this 
YOLO (you only live once) 
attitude



The CMO View:
Shared Experiences

4

Will consumers have pent-up 
demand for social connections 
and experiences?



According to one CMO: “Trips to stores, which 

were a joy before the pandemic,  have become 

stressful. That very much impacts the brand 

experience.”

CMOs largely think some environments where 

we used to meet (stores, restaurants, malls, 

etc.) are still far from being as pleasant and 

carefree as before the pandemic. Therefore, 

before adapting marketing and environments to 

this desire of shared experiences, they suggest:

•  Taking the pulse, analyzing, reflecting on 

how the customer experience is perceived 

and what it should be post-pandemic:  “Huge 

potential for customer journey in digital sphere 

(conversion)…”

•  Consider designing a cross-platform 

experience. “We think about different digital 

formats that might push digital storytelling for 

us in terms of customer relations, fans, sales”

After months of social 
distancing, consumers 
are eager to meet in person 
again, but these new 
shared experiences 
are still overshadowed 
by the pandemic.  
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It’s clear the very definition 
of experience is changed, 
perhaps more short-term than 
long-term. Digital platforms, 
once a nice-to-have, will likely 
never take a back seat to live 
experiences.
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The CMO View:
What Truly Matters

5

Will people return to prior 
preferences as we knew them, or 
question what matters to them now 
and make new choices?



The pandemic has generated newfound 

attention to our basic values of health 

and family, which has led some to believe 

consumption habits would evolve along similar 

lines. There is no consensus among CMOs as to 

how a values-shift may be short-term or long-

term, but most do believe the shifts in values 

are worth watching. 

Some believe that the importance of the change 

in priorities among consumers’ values will be 

temporary: 

“After some time, and given the fact the recession 
will not be too hard, I think people will be the same 
consumers as they have been before.”

Some believe that family orientation will be 

at the forefront of consumers’ thinking while 

others believe that certain trends such as green 

consumption and emphasizing experience, 

present before the pandemic, will come back 

forcefully: 

“The trend of creating experiences over buying stuff 
will accelerate.” 
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1. A business raison d’être that resonates both for the 
business and the consumers. 

“Purpose-driven brands that truly have the customer’s back 
at this time will have an advantage.” 

“We think it will matter enormously as social responsibility 
for corporations will be a focus of customers and public 
in the future. Actions will be linked to climate and social 
responsibility.”

2. Simplicity at the forefront, in communication, 
in experience.

“People are steeping enjoyment out of the simpler things, 
and ‘finer necessities’ seem to be taking the place of frivolous 
wants. We need to keep in line with these experiential 
nuances and place our brands in proper context.”

To adjust to these new 
values, the CMOs suggest: 
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The CMO View:
Changes & Conclusions
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What changes are CMOs making  
to their marketing playbook?



• CMOs are not unanimous, but they are generally 

more positive than negative when it comes to 

consumption recovery in the second half of 2020.

• The majority of CMOs believe their marketing 

strategy in 2021 will be markedly different from 2019. 

• A lot of their focus is on setting their agenda for 

2021. Much energy will be put on the short term 

effort (sales conversion), but not at the expense 

of other areas, including innovation, product 

development as well as branding.

• The year 2021 will leverage data & analysis through 

performance marketing and increased digital 

transformation.

We also surveyed CMOs on specific 
questions about the future of their 
brands, and how they will communicate 
with consumers in the days and months 
to come. Here’s the highlights:
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At the time of this report (May, 2020), CMOs 

are generally more positive than negative in the 

face of the post-pandemic period. Important 

Note: more recent social unrest globally in support 
of Black Lives Matter will certainly factor into future 
conversations moving forward.

The CMOs surveyed believe that most of the 

trends we are observing right now are largely 

temporary, and that society and consumption 

habits are bound to return to normal sooner 

rather than later, including the need for 

increased social interactions, a ‘carpe diem’ 

attitude or newfound family and health- and 

safety-focused values. 

Trust, on the other hand, will be a challenge 

requiring focused efforts in the coming months 

and longer. Marketing plans will have to be 

strengthened or in some cases completely 

rebuilt with consumers’ need for reassurances 

and evidence-based messages and actions.

Conclusions
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You have to be truer than ever in communication but 

also in delivery: transparent communication,focus 

on the raison d’être. Consumers may be more lenient 

towards companies that will make adjustments along 

the way. Some heads of state have seen their love rating 

significantly increased after adopting this strategy. 

There will be a transition period between the start of business 

re-opening, which has started in several countries, and the 

complete return to relative normality, but many things will 

return to normal. What normal looks like will clearly be slightly 

impacted, but based on COVID-19 measures alone, not in 

revolutionary ways.

Observe, listen, plan, and start again. Active listening and 

engaging in conversations with targets are wise strategies for 

CMOs and their partners always, in the best of times and even 

more importantly in challenging times of change.
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Be true.

Keep an eye on  
the long-term.

Remain open and 
actively on the lookout. 
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Methodology

We will be 
returning to our 
experts shortly 
to see how their 
thinking evolves. 

Stay tuned!
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Nearly thirty CMOs generously participated in 

our project.

Coming from: the United States, Canada, 

Italy and Germany.

And a wide variety of sectors: finance, 

automotive, non-profit organizations, 

telecommunications, durable products, 

fashion, sport, alcohol and cannabis, health, 

tourism, catering and grocery.   

CMO comments were recorded through an 

online survey that took place between May 11 

and May 20, 2020.



Brought to you by:

In association with:

For more, go to Covid19Monitor.org, where you’ll find the 

live monitor that tracks real-time consumer sentiments 

throughout the COVID-19 recovery period. You’ll find data 

compiled from across countries and industries, showing 

trends and shifts in people’s attitudes and mindsets 

following the pandemic - not in an effort to predict the 

future, but rather monitor consumer pulse points that may 

ultimately indicate behavior changes.
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